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Fast generation of quantum pseudo-
randomness and its applications in
quantum information science

Even with quantum computers, it takes an unrealistically long time for
quantum randomness to be generated, and it is too expensive. However,
physicists can instead use an approximate version of it known as
quantum pseudo-randomness. Andreas Winer, from the UAB
Department of Physics, together with researchers from Tokyo and other
colleagues have published a series of papers in which they propose a
novel and easy method for generating quantum pseudo-randomness,
and they have studied its applications on quantum information
processing and on the further understanding of fundamental physics. 

Randomness is often useful in information processing, ranging from shuffling cards to algorithmic
or cryptographic applications. This is true also in the newly developing field of information
processing at small scales of atoms and molecules, where highly counter-intuitive quantum
mechanical phenomena are exploited to our advantage. Such information processing is called
“quantum information processing”, as it relies on quantum mechanics, physics’ most fundamental
theory governing atoms and molecules. As information processing has necessarily to be
consistent with physical laws, quantum information processing is fundamentally the most
powerful way of processing information. 

https://www.uab.cat/web/uabdivulga-1345468981740.html
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Quantum randomness, randomness in quantum information processing, is an extremely powerful
resource and allows us to perform many quantum protocols. However, quantum randomness is
so expensive that using it is almost unrealistic. Indeed, even if we have quantum computers, the
fastest possible computers using all the power of quantum mechanics, it takes unrealistically
long time for quantum randomness to be generated. Fortunately, in most applications of quantum
randomness, we can instead use an approximate version called quantum pseudo-randomness.
So, how can we generate quantum pseudo-randomness? 

In the series of our works referenced down here, we have found a novel and easy method of
generating quantum pseudo-randomness. Our method is not only simpler than the previously
known ones but also takes much shorter time to generate quantum pseudo-randomness. We
then apply this efficient method to one of the most important applications of quantum pseudo-
randomness, a “decoupling protocol” for quantum correlations. It turns out that when our method
is used, decoupling can be achieved with rather “weak” quantum pseudo-randomness. This
result leads to a simplification of the decoupling protocol and helps many quantum information
processing tasks, where decoupling plays a key role, to become reality. 

On the third article of the series, we have further explored the connection of our results to
quantum physics on the third paper of the series. The importance of quantum pseudo-
randomness lies not only in quantum information processing, but also in the understanding of
fundamental physics such as quantum black holes, quantum chaos, and quantum
thermodynamics, which is not so surprising because physics should be ultimately understood as
information processing in nature. In recent years, analysis of quantum pseudo-randomness has
revealed deep connections between seemingly different physical phenomena, such as quantum
evaporation of black holes and quantum chaos. Because our method of generating quantum
pseudo-randomness can be interpreted as physically feasible dynamics, it reveals for the first
time a natural microscopic mechanism for these fascinating phenomena in complex quantum
systems. 
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